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EQUIPMENT FOCUS

Hunting The Right Releases

D

epending on whose survey
you reference, release shooters account for somewhere
between 65 to 85 percent of today’s
hunting archers. This varies from
region to region, but it’s safe to say
that 75 percent has become a good
national average.
New Archery
Products’ web-site survey actually
shows numbers higher than 80 percent. As an archery retailer, it’s something you can bank on. The vast
majority of your customers are shoot-

ing releases. Any newcomer will
choose a release to speed them on
their way to shooting success, unless
they’re shopping for a traditional bow.
The vast array of releases offered
today can prove mind boggling. There
are releases for every aspect of
archery, specialized models for every
facet of the sport. As a retailer interested
mostly
in
hard-core
bowhunters, you can largely ignore
the rope-style releases, many T-handled target models, and those triggered by thumb or
pinky finger, used by
X-ring-seeking target
shooters
(though
there are decided
exceptions).
The
bowhunter
wants
convenience, a release
that is always ready
for action, a release
allowing quick hookup and follow-up
shots. This has made
strap-on, index-finger
models most popular.
Only T-handle releases that are hooked on
the string and left in
place offer any hunting advantage in that
class.
There are many
subtle differences in
models from various
companies,
in
adjustability,
strap
design, and mechanism, but index-finger
releases are easily broCobra Manufacturing has introduced (top to bottom) a
ken
into those
Black Mamba, Green Mamba R1, and Green Mamba R2.
engaged directly to
Cobra’s newest line offers more streamlined appearance and the string serving, and
designs that will not add to your customer’s draw length.
those used with a
These are Cobra’s most advanced releases to date and should
string loop. Many
prove to be big sellers for 2005. The Black Mamba is part of
the Jerry Carter Signature Series, meaning it was designed by choose to hook up
directly to the serving
that noted release maker but is being manufactured at
because they feel it’s
Cobra’s modern production plant in Bixby, Oklahoma.
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faster and more trouble-free. Direct
hook-up models may even require the
pressure of a taut string inside the
open jaw mechanism to coax it to
close and cock for shooting. Others
choose a string-loop setup for added
accuracy, and because the arrow is
normally guaranteed to stay on the
string after coming to full draw then
letting down without shooting. The
best string-loop releases open when
the trigger is pulled, close when it’s
released, though a simple hook-on
“claw” or “hook” allowing the shooter
to slip the loop into place by feel is
preferred by some.
Another class of release suddenly
popular is back-tension releases.
Archery demographics show that
bowhunters are aging. This means
most have been shooting a while,
which can lead to target panic. The
longer you’ve been shooting a bow the
more likely you are to suffer target
panic. One of the most common
symptoms is trigger punching, grabbing at the release trigger when the
right pin floats across the target. This
can lead to less than perfect accuracy.
A back tension release will not allow
the archer to punch the trigger, only
going off after squeezing the trigger
slowly and evenly, and engaged in
proper back tension. They are normally used as a training aid during
summer practice sessions, but many
archers have turned to them while
bowhunting.
Regional preferences can be difficult to predict, and what’s popular in
Upstate New York may not be what
bowhunters on Colorado’s Front
Range go ape over. The retailer should
spend a lot of time at 3-D tournaments, or anywhere large numbers of
bow shooters gather to get a better
feel for what other shooters are
employing.
The majority of archers own two
releases, both of the same design and
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BY PAT MEITIN

To Stock For Your Bowhunters
maker. The bowhunter without backup is courting disaster on any hunt.
Other archers might choose to own
several releases of various makes, one
for summer target shooting, another
for grunge pursuits such as carp
shooting or frog hunting in mud, for
instance, still another for big-game
hunting. No matter what your customer’s desire, it’s safe to say that
today’s marketplace has something to
offer everyone, from the rank beginner on a budget, to the most serious
globe-trotting bowhunter, to the most
obsessive target shooter bent on that
perfect score. The newest models
have become sleeker and more
refined, inviting customers to switch
from the release they may have been
using for years. Be that as it may, the

bulk of your customers are
bowhunters, looking for a bowhunting release.

Budget-Priced Releases
This class of release is a big seller, as most can get by just fine with a
less-costly release model. All function adequately and some perform
quite well, though they typically lack
something in adjustability and may
be made of cheaper materials.
Beginners
and
long-time
bowhunters alike can get plenty of
use from these models without
breaking the bank. Many choose
budget releases for backup, or for
abusive pursuits such as bowfishing.
To follow are some releases that
retail for less than $35 and day in and

Copper John deserves credit for getting hunters interested in
using backtension to shoot more accurately. The design of this
Eagle FourFinger and the TwoFinger and ThreeFinger models
encourages you to fire it with a smooth, pulling motion that
causes your middle finger to trigger the action.

day out interest large numbers of
customers.
Archer’s Choice: There are three
affordable releases to choose from at
Archer’s Choice. The Caliper Release
and Econo Release Camo both are
offered in Adult and Youth models, the
former including a comfortable
padded wrist strap, aluminum dual
jaw head rotating 360 degrees, and
adjustable peg trigger. The Econo has
the same features but comes in a
lighter overall package. The Tuck-AWay Release includes a unique foldaway design that neatly stores it out of
the way while climbing a stand. It is
held in place by an attached rubber
gripper, yet is quickly and quietly
available for use.
BuckWing Products: The Saveyur
ProCaliper Release can be ordered in
either adult or youth models. These
are solid-connector releases with
adjustable-for-tension peg trigger,
Posilock hookup for quick attachment, padded nylon wrist strap with
double-locking fasteners, and 360degree, swivel-mounted dual-caliper
head. The jaws open when the trigger
is in the rear position, close when the
trigger is pushed forward.
Cobra Manufacturing: The E-Z
Adjust Pro Caliper packs a lot of
options into a rugged, bargain-priced
hunting unit. The dual caliper release
is machined from solid aluminum

The .44 Caliper and Jim Dandy are Jim Fletcher Archery’s newest. Part of the Team
Primos co-branding, the .44 Caliper (below right) offers smoother triggering in a
dual caliper design. The Jim Dandy (lower left) is made especially for use with string
loops, and gives up little or nothing in draw length.
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with a chrome-molly pivot bearing,
allowing positive lock and smooth
release at the heaviest draw weights.
The E-Z Adjust head allows the release
to be custom fit to your customer’s
preferred draw length, with a Velcrosecured wrist strap for comfort. The
entire head swivels 360 degrees to
eliminate string torque.
The Pro Caliper Buckle and Loop
Lock releases have precisionmachined, center-release jaws and
360-degree head rotation, and attach
solidly to their respective straps.
Bravo EVI (with peg trigger) and CTI
(with gun-style curved trigger)
include 360-degree swiveling heads
and padded Loop Lock strap. The Pro
Caliper Target Release includes a rubber-molded grip for hand-held shooting.
Golden Key-Futura: Retailing for
about $30, Golden Key’s Sidekick and
Sharpshooter are real hunting release
bargains. The Sidekick’s crossbar
design securely holds either a loop or
can be engaged directly to the serving.
It includes an adjustable trigger, flexible shaft, and a James Green Velcroequipped wrist strap.
The Sharpshooter comes in five
various models, to fit any customer’s
needs. The REL-500 is a super-

smooth model with adjustable trigger
and Velcro wrist strap. The REL-400 is
the economy version of this release,
with a less expensive web strap. The
REL-510 is made for Youth or Lady
shooters. The REL-405 and REL-406,
respectively, include an Economy
release head equipped with either
Advantage or Mossy Oak Camo straps.
Scott Archery: Scott’s Economy
Series includes the Quick Shot and
Little Bitty Quick Shot. These include
heads found on Scott Caliper (Quick
Shot, with dual caliper) and
Mongoose (Little Bitty, with single jaw
design), but employ more simple rope
connector and a black quick strap.
Strap upgrades are also available at
additional cost. These are valuepriced releases
with
precise
Scott construction.
Tr u - Fi r e
Corporation: For
Tru-Fire 100 percent Americanmade quality at
the best price
look
to
the
Patriot
and
Surefire.
The
Patriot includes a
Dealer pricing and incentives available
padded
black
nylon
Power
Strap, and set
trigger pull. The
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Pro Release Silver Bullet releases come
in wrist strap, pistol grip and concho
styles. All use smoothy radiused jaws
that are easy on servings or string loops,
and have fully rotating heads to minimize torque.

Surefire works well with string loops,
and includes a nylon Power Strap.
The X-Caliper offers Tru-Fire allsteel construction and quality in a
non-rotating head. The trigger can be
fired by either pulling the trigger or
relaxing it. Extra-wide jaws make
loading easy, and allow adjustment
for trigger pull. They come in camo
and black Power Strap, Buckle, H.O.T.
Power Strap, Extreme, and Glove.
T.R.U. Ball Releases: The Stinger
series offers attractive T.R.U. Ball
design at a lower cost. They allow 360
degree movement, in a camo Velcro
strap model, or black Buckle. The
Hunter Velcro rotates 360 degrees, but
stays in place while waiting or climbing, and will not dangle.
Vista/WRI: Vista releases fit the
economy category to a tee, as they hit
a low price point but are fully functional. They have dual-caliper heads
and adjustable triggers. They come
with Advantage, Break-Up or black
wide and comfortable Wrist-Loc
slings. They come in four options,
including
Caliper
with
Bolt
Attachment, Caliper with Cord
Attachment, Economy Caliper, and
Short Shank (Youth) Economy
Caliper.

Direct Hook-Up
& All-Around Releases
When price isn’t the first concern
release manufacturers can provide
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your customers with products that
offer a better fit, better looks and often
a smoother action. These are releases
that will service 90 percent of your
customers 90 percent of the time.
They work as well hooked directly to
the serving as they do in conjunction
with a string loop. The following
pages include some of the best releases on the market, models sure to last
even hard-core bowhunters many
years.
Carter Enterprises: Carter calls
their Two Shot the ultimate index finger release. This release doesn’t discriminate on shooting style, as it is
made to be attached directly to the
string, used with a D-loop, or shot
with the provided rope. It features a
silky-smooth cocking mechanism and
velvety trigger pull. The patent-pending triple sear equally distributes the
pressure over six points, as opposed to
two found on most standard releases.
This results in less wear on the release,
and finer, more precise adjustments
for greater shot control. The trigger
can be adjusted for travel, and is a
sleek design that can be easily handled while wearing gloves. It’s available in camo or black, and a choice of
Velcro or buckle wrist strap.
Cobra
Manufacturing/Carter
Enterprises: The Carter-designed
LokJaw and Cheapshot offer open or
closed-jaw design that make them
compatible with either string loops or
direct hookup. They can also be set
up for use with rope for summer target shooting. They include CNC
machined stainless steel components,
single-jaw action for smooth performance, and fully-adjustable indexfinger trigger. The Cheapshot offers
the same features, in a shorter, more
compact head. The LokJaw comes
with customer’s choice of two fallaway straps; black leather buckle
strap for black-anodized release, or a
Camo neoprene-backed strap for
MYSTIC (camo anodized) release.
The Cheapshot includes an adjustable
fall-away nylon strap.
Cobra’s own top models include
the Swing Away E-Z Adjust Pro
Caliper, and Pro Caliper Adjustable
Strap.
These include no-tools
adjustable extension module, 360degree-rotating head to eliminate

torque, and easy-loading, dual-jaw
design allowing hookup with a string
loop or serving direct. They include a
gun-style trigger. The E-Z Adjust can
be ordered in camo anodized finish,
or black. The new Pro Caliper
Adjustable Strap Release includes
torque-reducing nylon webbing
between head and wrist strap that can
be adjusted for length to fit any archer.
Archers with smaller hands can
choose between the E-Z Adjust Pro
Caliper Jr. or Pro Caliper Jr. They mirror their bigger brothers, but include
shorter extension modules and smaller padded straps.
Cobra’s newest release incarnations are found in the Mamba Series.
There are three new elite models to
choose from, the top model designed
by Jerry Carter, considered one of the
most innovative release makers in the
industry. These are release aids that
are lightweight, fast, smooth, fully
adjustable, and versatile. The collection includes releases that are more
compact than releases commonly
seen in the past, making them more
comfortable to shoot.
The Black Mamba is at the top of
this line, featuring dual sear contacts
with only two stainless steel moving
parts and an adjustable trigger. It’s
milled to precise tolerances, for
smooth, positive function and performance. It easily adapts to either string
loop or string direct.
The green Mamba R1 is compact
and made of machined aircraft-grade
aluminum all around. It includes a
tough green anodized finish, plus a
single stainless steel jaw with
adjustable trigger. It can be used on a
string loop, or go direct to the serving.
The Green Mamba R2 is also compact
and all metal, but has a dual caliper
design with a steel adjustable trigger.
All Mamba releases come with a fully
adjustable leather wrist strap including a buckle fastener.
Copper John Corporation: The
Eagle Series promises “back-tension
success with a trigger’s control.” The
line offers a unique middle-fingeractivated trigger design that’s fired
through back tension. Copper John
claims index-finger releases cause the
shooter to lose their anchor reference
point during the shot because it’s

moved to fire the bow. Triggering with
the middle finger allows customers to
more easily maintain their anchor
point during triggering. Typically the
middle finger will not bend without
the ring finger also becoming
involved. The multi-finger handle
makes punching the release more difficult due to this common finger
structure, and back tension becomes
the most efficient way to trigger the
release. The Eagle makes setting your
anchor point easier, improves accuracy with familiarity, and is made of
extremely durable aircraft-grade aluminum and 440C stainless steel, in
two-, three-, and four-finger versions.
All include a scent-free wrist strap.
The wrap-around jaw mechanism
makes it easy to hook up to a string
loop or directly to the serving.
Golden Key-Futura: The Top Gun
Caliper is Golden Key’s highest quality, most precise release. It includes
CNC-machined parts for durability
and smooth operation, and the Speed
Adjustable Trigger is infinitely
adjustable so your customers can
tune their release to achieve the per-

The best bow hangers for backyard,
range, hunting blind or camp use.
Strong & compact, with a slidehammer action that makes them a
snap to set-up and take down. New
optional bases let you use them
indoors & double their value.
Call toll-free for dealer
pricing or a demo video.

(866) 823-7757

or (608) 587-2565 fax
Archery Shooter Systems
109 N. Wagner St.
Endeavor, WI 53930
Circle 177 on Response Card
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Scott’s new and innovative Sabertooth dual-caliper design uses solid stainless steel construction for a more compact design that is also more rugged. The foreward-placed trigger also gives up no draw length when used with a string loop, for faster arrow speeds. It
is offered in three hook-up options.

fect combination for their individual
needs. The Top Gun Caliper comes
with a black nylon, fully adjustable
wrist strap.
Hot Shot Manufacturing/MagTec Releases: The new Mag-Nificent 7
uses a solid, permanent magnet to

SHOOT
• SHOOT
• Easy,EARLIER
just aim like
a rifle. LATER
•
Eliminates
low-light
• SHOOT BETTER
SHOOTshooting
QUICKER
issues.

With rifle-like accuracy.

• Ensures proper and consistent
shooting form.
See field
testers’with
results at
• Quick
on target
enhanced
pin
selection.
www.fastestbows.com
•
CNC
Can be usedmachined.
with Savage & Cobra pendulums.
• Dealer inquiries
welcomed!
Patent Pending
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eliminate the potential of worn or
weak springs. The caliper design is
made of machined aluminum, with a
case-hardened gear and trigger mechanism. The trigger rests against the
magnet, and when the trigger is
pulled it breaks away from the magnet, allowing it to move the sear open.
The magnet also assists the sear as it
opens to create a smooth and consistent trigger sequence. This model
includes a Velcro wrist strap and
torque-free nylon-web connector.
Jim Fletcher Archery: The
Fletchunter is Fletcher’s most popular
and long-lived model. The release is a
clip-on model that fastens directly to
the bowstring, while also proving gentle on the serving. The release can
also be used with a rope string loop,
but is not recommended for metal
string loops. The patented, over-center linkage system is infinitely
adjustable from hair to heavy trigger.
The Fletchunter comes in concho,
wrist strap, and swivel grip combining
the best features of both the concho
and wrist styles, and is available in a
hunter black anodized finish. The
Fletchunter Shorty has all of the same
attributes, but is designed on a smaller, more compact frame. It helps
maintain true draw length, or can be
used by hunters with smaller hands.
The Fletcher 3-D is a favorite for
many bowhunters who attach their
release directly to the string. It fea-

tures an extra-wide jaw with a smooth
radius to help eliminate serving wear
completely.
The design allows
extreme accuracy and is highly forgiving. The trigger can be adjusted from
hair to heavy, while a wrist strap keeps
this model handy while hunting. The
3-D is self locking and comes
anodized in hunter green.
The newer .44 Caliper Release is a
Team Primos-inspired design that
features
Fletcher’s
newest
“Interlocking Jaw System.” The hardened trigger and roller design allows
an extra-smooth release adjustable to
hair trigger. The .44 comes equipped
with either Fletcher’s Deluxe Buckle
Strap or Deluxe Velcro Strap and the
head is anodized green. The Team
Primos packaging alone may help you
sell more of this model.
Fletchunter “T” Models are
releases with target looks, but I consider them highly practical for hunting. They’re comfortable, convenient,
and allow quick loading and followup shots in a clip-on design. They
come in three styles; three-finger handle with thumb trigger, three-finger
handle with pinky trigger, and twofinger with thumb or third finger trigger. The heads match Fletchunter
models, and all are anodized hunter
black. These are just the ticket for
those with target panic looking for
something to help trigger-punching
woes. Since they can be hung on the
bow string or loop prior to a shot
opportunity they are always ready for
action.
Many Fletcher releases allow the
option of a Practice Hook, a small but
safe hook that attaches to your release
to allow triggering practice without
actually firing an arrow or dry firing
equipment. (see String Loop models
below).
Pro Release: The Silver Bullet is an
extremely high-precision release with
dual caliper jaw design. It is designed
to eliminate string bias and to create a
smooth and accurate string release.
The release easily accommodates
either string loops or direct hook-up,
with aircraft-aluminum jaws, roller
trigger design, adjustable trigger, and
360-degree
head
movement.
Customers can choose Wrist Strap,
Concho (solid connector wrist strap),
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The new Scott Wildcat Series single-jaw release is one of the most streamlined releases
now offered. Stainless steel construction and thinner lines should make this a hot seller
for the already very popular release brand. The Wildcat, like the new Sabertooth, is
available in three models.

or Pistol Grip options, and Junior
Models are also available.
The RollAID release uses a patented roller bearing design to hold and
release the bow string in a straight
path and eliminate deflection, for
greater accuracy. The roller bearings
hold the string securely, and then spin

Many of the Jim Fletcher releases can be
set up with a practice hook. It allows you
to practice to get the feel of triggering the
release, but catches the string after about
1/4 inch of travel so you don’t need to fire
an arrow.

free upon release, to minimize friction, creating a cleaner, faster string
release for maximum speed and accuracy. The release is machined entirely
of stainless steel and 6061-T6 aluminum. Trigger touch and response
are adjustable
for individual
shooting preference, with a
design that minimizes serving
wear. RollAID
releases are tested
to
120
pounds holding
weight,
and
include a lifetime warranty.
They are available in concho
or wrist strap,
and black or

camo anodized.
The Trophy Hunter and TH 2 are
Pro Release’s original ball bearing
releases that come with a lifetime warranty. With their bodies of glass-filled
nylon, Trophy Hunters are virtually
indestructible, while the ball-bearing
mechanism – original ball bearing, or
Serving Saver Bearings — allow for a
fast, smooth release for accuracy and
performance. These releases are
lightweight and fully adjustable for
maximum control. They include a
rotating base to eliminate torque, and
adjustable, 1-inch nylon strap; a
padded wrist strap being optional.
Scott Archery: Bill Scott was one
of the first on the market with a highquality roller sear caliper release aid.
Today patented Scott designs are recognized as some of the best for precision, innovation, and durability. This
quality has earned Scott several “reader’s choice awards.” There is a Scott
model to interest your pickiest
bowhunting customers, including six
brand-new offerings.
The Mongoose single caliper has

Hunters who like a rope style release aid can get it in the
Fletchmatic from Jim Fletcher Archery. Anodized in blue or red,
the head of this release is teamed with a wrist strap (shown),
concho or swivel grip.
Circle 67 on Response Card
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long been one of the industry’s hottest
sellers. Utilizing a single caliper with
fully adjustable trigger pressure, the
Mongoose allows consistent string
settling. The Little Goose is made of
aluminum and tempered steel and
designed for smaller hands, but is also
used by many adults shooting heavyweight rigs by outfitting it with an
adult strap. Otherwise its features
match that of the Mongoose. The
Little Bitty Goose offers the same features of the Little Goose, but includes
rope or nylon web no-torque connectors with shorter aluminum heads.
Double-caliper models include
the Shark, Caliper, and Wolf. The
Shark’s dual-moving jaw design is
combined with an extended strap
adjustment. The pivoting head is
completely adjustable and constructed of the highest-quality aluminum
and heat-treated steel for extended
life. The Caliper is Scott’s original
release, with dual moving jaws. The
aluminum and treated-steel construction ensures strength to accommodate the heaviest hunting bows.
The Wolf is engineered to promote
consistent shooting, with jaws that are
locked together when closed, yet open
independently when triggered, to promote straight string release even
when the shooter is introducing
torque.
All of these models are offered
anodized red, blue, black, or in
Paradise Camo, and with black or
camo strap. All accommodate Scott’s
Buckle Strap, Hook & Loop Strap,
Youth Strap, Molded Grip, and Quick
Strap. The Deluxe Series includes
three interchangeable triggers (slim
line trigger post, medium sized
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The Nasty Boy from Canadian Archery
is a back tension release that easily
makes the transition from target line to
hunting field. It helps eliminate target
panic, with a popular wrist-sling design
bowhunters prefer.

knurled trigger post, or spring trigger
post) in Scott’s four most popular
models.
New excitement for the Scott
brand is found in the spanking-new
Wildcat and Sabertooth models, more
streamlined than ever, shorter and
thinner, with forward trigger design to
provide more draw length and faster
arrow speeds. The Wildcat includes
stainless steel single-jaw design and
head for exceptional durability, with
patented four-hole adjustment to
allow perfect hand-to-release fit.
These releases work exceptionally
well with string loops, but can also be
hooked directly to the serving. The
Wildcat comes in three versions; solid
body, micro-adjust rope connection,
and NCS system nylon web connector
design. The Wildcat Series includes a
handsome brushed steel finish, or
Paradise aluminum head.
The
new
double
caliper
Sabertooth also includes a forewardplaced, knurled trigger and more
streamlined design that allows string
loop shooters to maximize draw
length while enjoying the accuracy
of a dual-jaw design. The stainless
steel jaws should offer years of
dependability, with four-hole adjustment for the perfect fit. Like the
Wildcat, look for Sabertooth models
in solid body, RCS no-torque rope
connector, and NCS no-torque
nylon web connector. The heads
include black or Paradise camo finish.
(see String Loop models below).
T.R.U. Ball Releases: T.R.U. Ball’s
Deluxe Tornado & AccuTouch,
Tornado, and Cyclone heads are easily

tucked away when climbing aboard a
tree-stand. Yet they also feature a full
range of motion, moving back and
forth and side to side, as well as twisting 360 degrees around the center
axis, features that help eliminate all
bow-string torque. The shank is also
adjustable for length. Independent
jaws are not attached to the trigger, so
they trigger evenly and smoothly.
These models feature funnel-shaped
jaws, adjustable trigger sensitively,
and hardened “firing ball” mechanism for long life. The Tornado comes
with camo Velcro strap, black Buckle,
camo Glove, and Deluxe Velcro and
Buckle with added padding. The
Accu-Touch model features a NoTravel Trigger that will not load up
with increased bow poundage.
Heads can be ordered in
Standard, with Teflon-coated, funnelshaped jaws; or spherical-shaped
Single Ball Jaws, and Double Ball Jaws
(recommended for short bows) for
use with T.R.U. Ball nock locators.
Hunting T-Handles from this
manufacturer
are
three-finger,
caliper-design releases made for use
in the field. All can be attached to the
string and left hanging while hunting
or waiting on stand. These can be
found in the Pro Diamond, Pro
Diamond Extreme, 3-D Thumb Pull,
Thumb Push, and Pinky Pull. The
range of models allow target shooters
to use a familiar handle design while
hunting. The 3-D Thumb Pull is similar to the Pro Diamond but includes a
comfortable loop trigger instead. The
Pinky Pull and T-Handle Thumb Push
offer variations on the standard triggering procedure, to thwart target
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panic and trigger punching while after
big game.
Streamlining was also at the forefront at T.R.U. Ball, its newest models
for 2005 including strong and durable,
hardened stainless steel construction,
and some of the smallest dual caliper
designs on the market, plus new
knurled triggers to grab your finger
during the shot. The Steelhead
includes instantly-adjustable, nylonweb, no-torque connector, and Velcro
or Buckle wrist strap. The Silverback
is similar but offers a solid-shank connector. The Copperhead and Titan
offer further durability by adding a
ceramic coating found on industrial
cutting tools, creating an appealing
copper finish, but otherwise have the
same lines, features and strap options
as the Steelhead and Silverback
releases.
(see String Loop models below).
Tru-Fire Corporation: Tru-Fire
could be considered a one-shop stop
for release aids. The company manufactures more than a dozen basic
models, with an utter plethora of strap
and handle designs. All are 100 percent American made, and include allsteel interior parts for lifetime use and
reliability. The brand-new Evolution
buckle strap is made of either nonstretch camo or black leather, or camo
nylon, with patented arrowhead tab
that means the strap is always started,
allowing quick adjustment even while
wearing heavy gloves. A moveable
strap slide holds extra strap material
and is always snug. It has 10 hole
locations at 3/8-inch intervals.
The Judge, formally the Stealth,
utilizes a sealed, 12-ball-bearing head
for advanced 360 degree head rotation. An innovative adjustment dial
allows customers to create 4 to 21
ounces of trigger pressure with a simple twist, while not affecting trigger
travel. A set screw adjusts trigger travel, from hair to heavy pull, while
another set screw can lock the head in
up to 24 positions. The dual jaws
open when the trigger is depressed,
close when it is released, making it a
great direct-string or loop release.
Choose either the new STB Stealth
Buckle Black, or ST Stealth Power
Strap Black, with .75 inch of shanklength adjustment possible without

tools. The line now also includes a
Buckle camo option.
The Hurricane series has won
“best buy” kudos two years running.
The dual jaws open when the trigger is
depressed, close when you let off the
trigger. The Hurricane line uses a freefloating, self-centering steel roller,
making the patented design extra
smooth. All Hurricanes have heattreated steel jaws and triggers that are
Teflon coated for years of dependable
use. All can be adjusted for trigger
pull. The Hurricane is offered with:
camo anodized head and strap, black
strap and head, Team Realtree model
with Team Realtree ProSeries Camo,
camo or black Buckle, H.O.T. and
Mossy Oak H.O.T., Extreme Buckle
and Power Strap, camo or black Rope
models, and shorter-shanked Glove
and Power Grip models. The H.O.T.
System allows the head to be locked in
the firing or tuck-away position, or left
to swivel on its axis, all with a half turn
of the knurled locking dial.
The Badger is a single-jaw caliper
design that offers extra-wide opening
for easy loading of
string loops or
direct to the serving. Trigger sensitivity can be
adjusted in seconds.
Badgers
feature a 32 position adjustment
length
system,
plus padded strap
for extra comfort
and durability.
They are offered
in camo and
black Power Strap
models, as well as
newer
Buckleequipped. The
Bear Paw is a
shorter release
attached to the
Bear Paw Glove, a
good release for
those switching
from fingers to a
release. Both can
be locked to
rotate 45 or 360
degrees.
The Classic

Caliper offers Tru-Rotator head, but
also Auto-Jaws, that click onto the
serving when pushed against the bow
string. The release is designed with a
shorter body/jaw to more precisely
match true draw length. They come
in camo and black Power Strap, dealer-only matte-finish and camo Storm,
camo and black Power Grip, camo
Buckle, and Glove. Junior releases, in
Hurricane, Surefire, X-Caliper, and
Patriot, have the same features as the
bigger models, but are scaled down
for smaller shooters.
Archers wishing to use hand-held
releases can look to the Split Fire, Tru
Calipers, and Magnum releases. The
Split Fire utilizes split pulleys that
explode apart during triggering for a
fast, smooth release with no serving
wear. Tru Calipers use classic twinjaw design, while the Magnum allows
the release to be clipped and left on
the string while hunting. The newest
hand-held model, the Stalker, incorporates a Judge head into a three-finger design, and it can be fired by either
pulling or pushing the trigger.

Circle 122 on Response Card
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design will not add draw length while
at full draw. Gloves are offered Xsmall (youth) to X-large, left or right
handed.
The Original C-10 Pull Trigger is
like traditional index-finger releases,
launching the string by pulling the
trigger. The C-12 Relaxed Trigger is
engaged by pulling the trigger,
released by relaxing the fingers, just
like a finger release, but with the precision of a mechanical release. This
makes a great transition release for
finger shooters wanting to try a
release. They can also be used to cure
trigger-punching ails. Relaxed Trigger
models are also adjustable for trigger
travel. (see String Loop models
below).

String-Loop Models
Top to bottom are the TRU Ball, LoopMaster, Cyclone, and Short-N-Sweet. T.R.U. Ball
makes a release for every shooter. The LoopMaster is compatible with string loops or
can be hooked directly to the serving. The Cyclone is offered in a popular dual-caliper
design, while the Short-N-Sweet is made especially for string loops. These are some of
the most advanced, smoothest, and trouble-free releases in the industry.

Winn Archery: The Free Flight has
earned many loyal fans with its nononsense, hardened stainless-steel
design. These rugged releases have no
aluminum parts to wear, and no
springs to break. They include large,
easy-loading jaws that are buffed and
polished to be easy on the serving,
and tension and travel are adjustable
on the index-finger-style trigger. The
roller-caliper style trigger is fast and
smooth, with no springs, so that the
trigger must be held forward at the
beginning of the draw, providing a
built-in safety factor. The Free Flight
original glove design wrist/hand strap

makes pulling more weight easier by
distributing draw weight over the
entire hand. The design has been field
proven for more than 20 years, always
in position, never dangling. Camo
gloves are made of 8-ounce leather
and covered with reinforced Cordura
to prevent stretching. Overall, the

Tru-Fire releases shown
here include the Black Talon,
Hurricane, and Judge (formally Stealth), and new
Stalker three-finger hunting
release (above left).
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As archers strive for more accuracy string loops have grown in popularity. I see fewer archers every year
choosing to hook up directly to the
serving, though I admit this may be a
condition of living out West, where
long-range shooting and pin-point
accuracy are paramount. If customers use a string loop all of the
time, especially speed-enhancing tieon release-rope loops, special hook
release aids make preparing for a shot
faster and less problematic, especially
when adrenaline has hands fluttering.
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Any bow can
shoot an arrow...
The Genesis bow
changes lives!

The Genesis bow...
®
®

®

The Genesis bow is the bow
schools use in the National
Archery in the Schools Program.
Over 200,000 students have
been introduced to archery
through NASP. More importantly,
archery has proven to have a
profound impact on students
and educators alike...
“It is such a joy to see kids learning,
developing skills, getting involved, and
having fun. There is absolutely no downside to this program. Any school not
offering this to their children is missing
a golden opportunity.”
Rich Prewitt – principal
Whitley County Middle School

“I’ve never had so much fun coaching
a sport in an educational setting in my
20-plus years of teaching. I feel we reach
the students academically, socially,
emotionally, mentally and physically.”

Supporter of

Tina Davis – athletic director and teacher
Trigg County Middle School

“For the kids who are not ‘traditional’
athletes, you can witness their self-esteem
drastically improve when they experience
a little success with a Genesis bow.”

“The best thing to happen to archery since
the invention of the compound bow.”
The Genesis® bow was designed to introduce
beginners to archery. Thanks to Genesis®
Technology, it fits virtually everyone
• No specific draw length (fits 15" to 30")

• All the advantages
of single-cam
technology

Genesis Technology
®

“Kids bug me all the time wanting to shoot
the Genesis bows.”
Scott Ricks
Middle School P.E. Teacher

Crazy Horse Archery

TM

• Set at 20 lbs., it performs like
a 35 lb. recurve

Kyle McKune
Middle School P.E. Teacher

™

“Schools are discovering [another] big
benefit of the [National Archery in the
Schools] program. Attendance is higher
on archery days.”
Central Kentucky News Journal

Everyone can shoot the same bow
Genesis Technology™ eliminates let-off,
thereby eliminating specific draw length,
so that anyone can shoot the same bow.
• Kids can’t outgrow it –
because there is no
specific draw length
• It’s simple to buy –
no need to measure
or fit for draw length
• It’s easy to shoot –
beginners won’t
develop bad habits
because the draw
length is always right

Want to help get archery in your schools?

Visit www.genesisbow.com

For the next generation!
2035 Riley Road, Sparta, Wisconsin 54656
(608) 269-1779
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This has made special string-loop
release models a fast-growing segment of the release dodge.
Jim Fletcher Archery: The newer
Jim Dandy is a design with the trigger
set well forward to sacrifice no draw
length while using a string loop. It features a double roller trigger system for
smooth, consistent trigger travel. This
system is also completely adjustable,
using a set screw to set the release
from super sensitive to heavy. The
forgiving radius on the single holding
jaw does not promote wear of the
bow string or loop. The Jim Dandy
comes in two options, with
Bowstring/Loop Attach head for use
straight to the serving, or with a
string loop; or the Loop Only, with
string-loop hook. Both are rigged
with a deluxe wrist strap and available anodized bronze or pewter
camo.
Scott Archery: Scott’s Rhino is
machined specifically for use with
string release loops. This is most
important on short axle-to-axle
speed bows, but can promote accu-

racy no matter your customer’s rig.
The aluminum and heat-treated steel
construction lives up to its rugged
namesake, easily handling today’s
heaviest hunting bows. Like other
Scott releases it’s available in three
anodized colors, and camo finish,
and accommodates Scott’s four strap
models and their Molded Grip.
The Rhino NCS includes a shorter head attached to the wrist strap by
the no-torque NCS system, which
also allows for micro adjustment for
draw-length fit.
T.R.U. Ball Releases: The
LoopMaster series includes a locking
bar that completely surrounds the
string loop to prevent improper loading, and acts as a safety mechanism.
Simply push the cocking bar if you’ve
already started to pull the trigger and
let down safely. All Loop Masters
rotate 360 degrees and are available
in T.R.U. Ball’s popular Tornado connection which allows you to tuck the
release into a sleeve when not needed, as well as eliminating all torque.
They come in Deluxe Tornado Velcro
and
Buckle,
Tornado Glove,
Tornado Velcro
and Buckle, and
straight Velcro
and Buckle. Also
look for the
design in the
RackMaster
Loop Velcro and
Buckle.
The Short-NSweet S2 is a
more standard
string
loop
release,
with
open hook made
for D-loops. It
includes a sweptback,
featherlight, non-collapsing trigger,
no-torque connector, and is
compatible with
most T.R.U. Ball
strap options.
Tr u - Fi re
Corporation:
The Black Talon
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has emerged as one of my favorites,
since it is made exclusively for string
loops. I use a string loop on all my
shorter bows, and this release allows
me instant loading without the need
to look or think. The release offers 1inch of length adjustment between
trigger and strap without tools, plus
full range trigger pressure and travel
adjustments. The release comes with
Power Strap or new Evolution Buckle.
Winn Archery: The Free Flight
Loop Hook Mechanism has all the
features of other Winn releases, such
as solid stainless steel construction
and no-spring mechanism, but
includes an exposed and unobstructed hook to make it easy to load on a
standard string loop. Because the
design is held tight on the hand it
allows true draw length, not giving
up any pull length due to the added
span of string loop. The trigger is a
standard
index
design,
and
adjustable for both travel and tension, and the mechanism fits all Free
Flight gloves.

Hunt-Ready Back
Tension Releases:
Back tension is normally
thought of as strictly reserved for target shooting. This is largely the case,
but more archers every year fight to
gain control over debilitating target
panic. They see a slower shot
sequence as much better than missing completely due to target-panic
flutters and trigger punching. In my
opinion, most back tension releases
have no place in the hunting field,
but just a few can make the jump
effortlessly.
Canadian Archery: The Nasty
Boy release is back tension
bowhunters can use in the field or in
the backyard during summertime
warm-up sessions. It’s a back tension
release on a wrist strap, unlike many
BTRs that are T-handled or otherwise
hand held for target shooting. The
Nasty Boy uses the same sear concept as most BTRs, but uses two triggers, and can be adjusted to trigger
within two seconds of settling in for
the shot. The bow is drawn, the index
and middle fingers wrapped around
the triggers, the release going off
when the shooter pulls through the
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shot. There is no give when the
release goes off, hence no hint of an
impending shot, and it will work with
no finger movement at all. It has two
adjustments, one for sensitivity from
2 ounces to 4 pounds, another for
trigger pull, from “soft” to “hard.”
The Model A is made for small hands,
with release rope between the strap
and head. The Velcro strap Model B
is best suited for most hunting,
including a solid connector between
head and strap. The Velcro strap
Model C includes a 70-pound spring
inside the aluminum arm for added
surprise triggering wanted by some
target shooters. There is also a
Buckle Strap offered.
JB Archery: The Cal pro is a newgeneration back-tension caliper
release compatible to hunting. It
includes a large contour three-finger
trigger for more shot control, and
black or camo James Green Velcro
wrist strap. It promises to eliminate
target panic.
Golden Key-Futura: The Answer
Anti-Punch Release Aid allows the
shooter to adjust the release to three
different shooting modes. Mode 1
allows customers to adjust the
Answer to the most effective AntiPunch sequence. In this mode it simply will not allow trigger punching of
any kind. Mode 2 allows deactivation
of the anti-punch function without
changing the trigger characteristics
for hunting. Mode 3 allows bypassing of the anti-punch feature and
shortens trigger travel. This release
does it all, from summer training, to
real hunting, making it a great allaround release.
It comes with
Golden Key’s leather/Velcro wrist
strap and no-torque nylon web connector.
Siegfried Release Company:
SCAT releases are hydraulically controlled automatic releases that can be
set to go off from zero to six-plus seconds. When customers don’t have to
think about the trigger they can concentrate on the target and let the
SCAT squeeze the trigger for them.
The release speed is controlled by a
needle valve and the amount of trigger travel. Once the needle valve is
set most of the adjustments are
accomplished with trigger travel,

adjusting for faster or slower release.
No tools are required to make these
adjustments.
Because of the
hydraulic fluid the release will also
trigger slower when cold, faster when
warm, the reason adjustments are
easy to make.
The SCAT is available in JS and
TJS, in black, blue or green, with
attached wrist strap. The JS can be
shot straight on the serving, or with a
string loop. The TJS is a T-handle
model with thumb trigger, and also
works on the serving or with a string
loop.

Conclusion
There are other releases out
there, but these are the models your
hunting clientele should easily take a
shine to. Releases promise greater
accuracy, and more archers than ever
have turned to them in search of the
perfect score or fewer missed game
animals. The great majority of
archers employ a release while
shooting bowhunting gear, and a
great majority of those are always
looking for something new and exciting to improve their shooting.

www.goldenkeyarchery.com
Hot Shot Manufacturing/Mag-Tec Release
(801) 221-0694
Jim Fletcher Archery
(760) 379-2589
www.fletcherarchery.com
Pro Release
(586) 792-1410
www.prorelease.com
Scott Archery
(606) 663-2734
www.scottarchery.com
Siegfried Release Co.
(503) 623-5374
www.scatrelease.com
Tru-Fire Corporation
(920) 923-6866
www.trifire.com
T.R.U. Ball Releases
(434) 929-2800
www.truball.com
Vista
(800) 525-1181
www.wri-vista.com
Winn Archery
(616) 637-2658
www.winnarchery.com

Hunting Release Directory
Archer’s Choice Bowhunting Equipment
(423) 949-4812
www.archerschoicesights.com
Buckwing Products
(610) 264-1122
www.buckwing.com
Canadian Archery
(403) 545-2121
www.abcarchery.com
Carter Enterprises
(208) 624-3467
www.releaseaid.com
Cobra Manufacturing
(800) 352-6272
www.cobraarchery.com
Copper John Corporation
(315) 258-9269
www.copperjohn.com
JB Archery
(260) 824-8483
www.jbarchery.com
Golden Key-Futura
(970) 249-6700
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